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a b s t r a c t
This paper celebrates a particular branch of Crossley's earlyworkdedicated toMechanismScience,
which deals with a rigorous introduction of Graph Theory to the study of some fundamental and
intrinsic properties of kinematic chains and mechanisms. Although such idea gave its main out-
come in Type andNumber Synthesis (which has beenmuch better and extensively described in an-
other paper of the present special issue) some other intriguing side effects appeared, later in
MechanismScience,which yielded several results, and are still in the center of research and indus-
trial world interest, such as, to name but a few, the automatic generation of the equations
governing kinematic, static force and dynamic analysis of mechanisms and geared trains,
the power flow analysis, the computation of the efficiency and, finally, the never fully explored
structure-to-function mapping, which the present contribution points out to be still a challenge
in the field.
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1. Introduction

This paper celebrates Crossley's early disclosure of a new pathwhich guided, since the Sixties and thenceforth,most researchers to
understand some fundamental and intrinsic properties of kinematic chains.

So many researchers were inspired by Crossley's newway, founded on Graph Theory, and so several, fresh new, algorithms, most
of which are still adopted extensively nowadays both in research and industrial applications, bloomed in literature.

The Graph Theory'smain contribution to Mechanism Science is known to be on Number and Type Synthesis. This topic will be
presented in detail by Yan et al. in another paper from the present special issue.

However, the introduction of Graph Theory in the study of mechanisms (including both ordinary and epicyclic gear trains) gave a
significant impulse to the development of computer based tools for the automatic generation of kinematic, static force and dynamic
equations of any mechanism, on the basis of its corresponding graph, and for the computation of power flow and the mechanical
efficiency analysis of gear trains. Indeed, the present paper deals with these collateral effects of the application of Graph Theory to
Mechanism Science.

The above mentioned algorithms have a common root with Number and Type Synthesis that consists in the significant opportuni-
ties of using concepts, theorems, properties and corollaries borrowed from the Graph Theory.
.
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2. Dobrjanskyj's and Freudenstein's early contributions

The appearance of Graph Theory inMechanism Science has been quite formally associated (see for example Kota's contribution in
a tribute volume published in 1993 [1]) to the innovative work of Dobrjanskyj and Freudenstein [2–4]. However, they make a refer-
ence to an earlier systematic classification of the property of graphs, for thefirst time introduced, in the context ofMechanismScience,
by Crossley [5] in 1964. Such paper is very central for the sake of the present review and, so it will be described in Section 3.2.

There are also previous works which gave clear hints about the opportunities offered by the Graph Theory to many fields. However,
only a fewmake reference tomechanics. For example, in 1959Auslander andTrent began their paper [6] explicitly referring to the study of
electrical networks, kinematic mechanisms, traffic control and lumped physical systems. This paper offered a variety of definitions and
theorems but no example was applied to the study of mechanisms, although Trent had worked on isomorphisms between graphs and
lumped physical systems since 1955 [7].

In 1966 a pioneeringwork [4] enumerated and specified groups of basic kinematic chains given the degree of freedom F, the num-
ber of links l, of joints j and of k-nary links jk and one year later, in 1967, the landmark paper titled Some Applications of Graph Theory to
the Structural Analysis of Mechanismsappeared [3]. In this article Dobrjanskyj and Freudenstein applied many concepts of the Graph
Theory to suggest a new philosophy of knowledge progress based on the extensive use of the computer, which, at that time, was
not so obvious at all. The structure of a kinematic chainwas defined by its kinematic graph inwhich the links are represented by vertices,
the joints by edges, and the edge connection between vertices corresponds to the joint coupling of links[4]. Three particular targets were
pointed out, together with three original and fundamental methods specifically developed for these purposes:

• determination of structural identity of kinematic chains by means of the identification of isomorphism
• automatic representation of kinematic chains and mechanisms, starting from the incidence matrix
• systematic enumeration of general, single-loop constrained spatial mechanisms.

Starting from the Sixties, the use of the Graph Theory broke out inMechanism Science and in the Eighties andNineties became one
of the most popular topics in the community, until nowadays, when theGraph Theory has become a classic issue.

3. Crossley's contribution to the development of graph based algorithms for the analysis of mechanisms and gear trains

Among Crossley's distinguished contributions [5,8–20] two of the earliest were dedicated toNumber and Type Synthesis[9,5]. In the
discussions related to the first one [9] a reference to the Graph Theory was indirectly proposed, while in the second one [5] a detailed
and rigorous description of the use of theGraph Theory inMechanism Sciencewas provided, disclosing a very appealing and powerful
method that was on the point to become the standard way of describing a mechanism topology.

3.1. A Contribution to Gruebler's Theory in the Number Synthesis of Plane Mechanisms

On November 30th, 1961 a newmanuscript titled A Contribution to Gruebler's Theory in the Number Synthesis of Plane Mechanisms
was received at ASME Headquarters. This work was presented next year, 1962, in New York, on a day between 25th and 30th of
November, at the Winter Annual Meeting, and referenced as Paper No. 62-WA-1191. Finally, the paper appeared in the ASME J. of
Engineering for Industry in 1964 [9].

The paper, well known within the Mechanism Science Community, described an algorithm which can be employed to solve
Gruebler's equation for kinematic chains and presented several new and interesting results. Particularly valuable are Tables 1 and 2,
which show the varieties of the kinematic chains with 1 and 2 degrees of freedom (DoF). Several examples of plane kinematic chains
were presented and some critical aspects concerning their mobility were introduced. As usual, a discussion section was appended at
the endof the paper, towhomHain, Jensen and de Jonge contributed, raisingmany observations and criticisms. The last one focused on
the importance of terminology, proposing a distinction between mobility and movability, which moved the attention from kinematic
chains to mechanisms. To reply, Crossley's closure ended with the following literally reported statement.
1 Suc
2 Wil
An alternative is to regard them as graphs of undirected planarmaps, eachwith its characteristic incidence of links (edges) and joints
(vertices). Here is no dilemma, except in semantics.
Such sentence makes a direct reference to the use of graphs in mechanisms and kinematic chain description and adopts the
criterion that joints correspond to vertices, while links correspond to edges.

3.2. The permutations of kinematic chains of eight members or less from the graph theoretic viewpoint

In 1964Crossleywrotewhatwe all know to be a landmark paper titled The Permutations of Kinematic Chains of EightMembers or Less
from the Graph Theoretic Viewpoint[5]. This contribution is characterized by solid theoretical bases which much owe to Bill Tutte's
foundation works2 on graph theory [21–23].
h paper no. was used by Crossley himself to reference his previous work in his following paper [5].
liam Thomas Tutte, Newmarket, Suffolk, England, 1917 — Waterloo, ON, Canada, 2002.



Table 1
List of issues and open problems.

Topic Achieved level Completeness

KA2D Mature Practically complete
DA Very promising Open to improvements
ASk Very promising Lack of procedures for mechanism representation
PTGk Mature Quite complete
PTGeff Mature Quite complete
T2F Promising but uncertain Completely open
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The following sub-paragraphs describe analytically some fundamental contributions proposed by Crossley in this paper [5]. They
allow us to get an idea of the great impact they would have later in the future. Their contents will refer to the same paper [5] unless
specified differently.

3.2.1. Adjacency and incidence matrix, and other data structures
Terminology and general data structures used in theGraph Theory are described rigorously. The definition of graph G explains how

this object has an abstract nature, which is different from the physical system it represents and, also, from any of its representations on a
surface. The reader has all the elements necessary to understand the basic rules throughmanydefinitions, and so he or she learns that:

• adjacent vertices vj and vk are joined by an edge ejk;
• vertices vj and vk are incident to the edge ejk;
• an edge is said a simple edge if and only if it consists of one single edge which joins two adjacent vertices;
• a complete graph has an edge for every possible pairing of its set of vertices;
• two graphs G and G′ are isomorphicwhen there exists a one to one correspondence between their vertex set V and V′, such that for
every vertex in G there can be found a corresponding vertex in G′, when also corresponding vertices are joined by edges in G′when
and only when they are so joined in G;

• a path is a sequence of edges P = (…, e01, e12, e23, …) such that each pair of successive edges has a common endpoint;
• the length of a path is the number of edges contained in it;
• the valency of a vertex is the number of edges incident to it;
• the incidence number ν is the number of time a certain edge (or face) is incident to a chosen vertex (or edge); it has been used
essentially to represent vertex-edge incidence and so ν(vj, ek) = 0 or 1 accordingly as vj is not incident, or incident, with edge ek;

• in an isokinetic chain of FDoF there exists no subassembly of linkswhich,when considered alone,would form a kinematic chainwith
less that of F DoF.

The latter restriction, which has been mentioned also by Buchsbaum and Freudenstein [24] when defining the main features of
graphs representing geared kinematic chains, would be used many more times in the future to study the kinematic chain mobility.

After these definitions, the preferred data structure to represent kinematic chains andmechanismswas, quite naturally, the edge–
vertex incidencematrixMev, whose entryMev(k, j) is coincidentwith the incidence number ν(ek, vj). As an alternative, Crossley suggests
the adjacency (square)matrixMvv, which can be arranged in such away that the generic elementMvv(i, k) carries a 1whenever vi and
vk are joined by an edge.

Some other definitions have been also introduced and the following are intriguing because they have been seldom used in mech-
anism science:

• a loop is a special edge whose endpoints are identical ekk;
• multiple edges join two adjacent vertices;
Table 2
List of contributions on the analysis of planetary gear trains based on the correspondence graph-mechanism.

Topic Contributions

1971–1981 1982–1991 1992–2002 2003–2013

K.A.PSGTa [88,106,115] [116–118] [119–122] [95,123–125]
[126–129] [130–133]

K.A. BGTb [106,134,135] [136,137] [138,139,29,140] [141–146,107]
P.F. PSGT c [147,148] [121,108,149,150,31,151] [152,153,130,154]
P.F. BGT d [155] [156,142,157,107]
M.E. e [111] [158,159,156,152,160,161]

[162–164,157,110,133]

a K.A. PSGT: kinematic analysis of planetary spur gear trains.
b K.A. BGT: kinematic analysis of bevel gear trains.
c P.F. PSGT: power flow analysis of planetary spur gear trains.
d P.F. BGT: power flow analysis of bevel gear trains.
e M.E.: mechanical efficiency analysis.
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• an isolated vertex is disjointed from all the other vertices;
• a graph is separable if its edge set E consists of two disjoint subsets E1 and E2, with E= E1 ∪ E2, such that there is only one vertex v
(called cut vertex) incident to both an edge in E1 and in E2;

• a bridge is an edge eabwhose removal decomposes the graph into two disjointed subgraphs G1 and G2 (each at least containing one
vertex) being a ∈ G1 and b ∈ G2;

• non-zero elements in the principal diagonal of the adjacencymatrix could be used to characterize corresponding special vertices, as
they were incident to a loop;

• elements greater than one in the adjacency matrix could represent the presence of multiple edges.

3.2.2. Structure-to-function mapping
In 1969 Buchsbaum and Freudenstein [24] developedmethods for the classification and enumeration of mechanisms, particularly

suitable for gear transmissions and differential drives. In the paper, graphswere extensively used to represent the topological charac-
teristics of themechanisms and the separation of the kinematic structure from functional considerationswas a fundamental idea to pro-
vide a designer with a new tool during the conceptual stage of mechanical design. Using graphs and combinatorial analysis the
authors managed to enumerate systematically many classes of mechanisms.

In 1979 Freudenstein andMaki [25] suggested a newmethod for the classification ofmechanisms and for the representation of the
corresponding kinematic structures and graphs. By using the concept of separation of structure from function shaft couplings and other
mechanism were created. Furthermore, the adopted method of creative analysis was suggested for patent interpretation and
classification.

The success obtained by Buchsbaum, Freudenstein, Maki and, later, by Mayourian [26], contributed to convey the idea that it is
always convenient to separate the concept of structure from function. However, Crossley's very first lines of his paper [5] pointed
out a rather different direction. He writes: the desired motion is analysed so as to find the simplest type (or types) of mechanisms that
are capable of producing it, or something approximating to it. For example, if it is intended that a moving point shall follow or produce a
given curve, the algebraic order of the curve is first noted, and from this the minimum number of links of which the linkage is composed
is known immediately. Hence, it is clear that Crossley had in mind a strict relation between motion and structure which, to the best
of authors' knowledge, has not been investigated much until nowadays, maybe because the opposite philosophy based on structure
and function separation had overwhelmed it by quality and quantity of results.

There are few examples, however, which followed Crossley's former trail.
In 1991 [27] the new concept of partial separation between structure and functionwas suggested andused to develop a newmethod

for the structural synthesis of geared roboticwrists. This concept relies on the assumption that, once the functional requirements and their
relationship to kinematic structure have been determined, it is possible to use specific functional requirements before the enumeration step, in
order to reduce the dimension of the problem andmake any combinatorial algorithm easier to implement. According to the classical creative
synthesis procedures, one of which is qualitatively represented in Fig. 1, the separation of structure and function takes advantages from
the interdependency of the stages.

On the other hand, the approach based on the partial separation of structure and function may offer somemajor advantages such
as, for example, the pre-labeling stage, during which the dimension of the enumeration problem is significantly reduced by using
kinematic or even dynamic properties of the mechanisms that are to be enumerated. This approach is based clearly on topology-to-
structure mapping, rather than on their separation. In order to make the concept clearer, let us consider that mechanism Topology
deals only with relations between links, that are treated as abstract entities with no dimensions, velocities or masses. Graphs do
focus only on relations between abstract objects. In fact, in a mechanism, any link length or mass variation never affects the corre-
sponding graph. This leads to the guideline concept of the present paper that can be summarized in the following statements:
there is a double effect in using graphs or not; working on the graphmeans, basically, working on topology and producing results with
nomatter about the othermechanical properties; instead, structure-to-functionmapping helps to fill the gap between the immaterial
topological characteristics and a mechanism sought mechanical properties.
F , n and λ
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STRUCTURE FUNCTION STRUCTURE
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Fig. 1. One example of creative synthesis procedure based on the concept of structure and function separation [25].
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As mentioned above, such concept was very clear to Crossley since 1964.
By applying the method depicted in Fig. 2 to robotic geared wrists, for example, most of the adjacency matrix entries could be la-

beled, bypassing the problem of isomorphism, before the enumeration stage. After the enumeration phase, the generated structures
were filtered again by making reference to themechanism transmission line and its feasibility from the kinematic and dynamic view-
points and, so, a complete census could be sketched [27,28].

In 1995 [29] automatic drive transmissions were analyzed by considering topology together with kinematics and power flows.
Hence, the kinematic structure, the gear ratios, the clutching sequence and the circulating power flows could be simultaneously op-
timized. Starting fromTsai's inventory of planetary gear trains for automatic transmission [30], the dimensional synthesiswas applied
tomultiple-speed automatic transmissions for prescribed velocity ratios andminimum circulating power. For the given displacement
graphs, themethod exploited all the feasible clutching sequences and, then, computed the gear ratios to achieve the prescribed overall
input–output velocity ratios. In order to detect the gear drivewith the lowest circulating power, a power-flow analysiswas completed
for each component of the solution set.

In 1998 Hsieh and Tsai [31] described a procedure for the selection of a most efficient clutching sequence associated with an
epicyclic-type automatic transmission mechanism, taking into account the analysis of torque distribution on the links and the
power loss associated with various clutching sequences.

Function-related conceptual and creative designs have been attracting constantly researchers from all over the world and are still
discussed [32–42].

3.2.3. Planar vs. plane kinematic chains
The terms plane and planar are clearly referred to two distinct concepts: the former has to be used for the sake of the geometrical

property of a real kinematic chain, while the latter describes the topological properties of a graph and its possibility of being repre-
sented on a surface with no line crossing.

Unfortunately, in Mechanism Science, such words have been treated as synonymous by several researchers. As a matter of fact,
although a brief note [43] published in 2000 made an attempt to clarify such a distinction, the two terms plane and planar are still
used nowadays with the mentioned lack of distinction.

It is therefore quite amazing that thefirst line of the abstract of Ref. [5] startedwithmentioning… in any plane kinematic chainwith
one degree… and not… in any planar kinematic chain with one degree…. As (maybe) known and as Crossley points out on page 473 a
graph is called planar if it can be drawn in a plane in such a way that whenever edges meets or cross, there is a vertex and so at least one
representation does exist where no crossing edges appear. The introduction, or requirement, of this feature in a graphwould be used
later to obtain algorithms of automatic sketching of kinematic chains and mechanisms [44–68].

3.2.4. Independent loop set
The concept of path has been introduced by Crossley [5] within the context of mechanisms as the sequence of edges such that each

pair of successive edges has a common endpoint. From this one, some more fundamental concepts have been presented, such as:

• connected graph, in which exists a path from every vertex to any other;
• circuit, which consists in a cyclic path from any vertex point a through another point b returning to a, in which no vertex is passed
more than once;

• circuit or path length, which is the number of edges contained in the path;
• the rank C of a connected graph G, which is defined by the formula
V−E þ C ¼ 1 ; ð1Þ
where V and E represent, respectively, the number of vertices and edges in G.
Determine the
functional

requirements
and their

relationship
to kinematic

structure

Functional filters
DB Storage
Sketching

Pre-labeling F , n and λ

Enumeration

Structural filters

STRUCTURE
FUNCTION STRUCTURE

AND FUNCTION

Fig. 2. One example of creative synthesis procedure based on the partial separation of structure and function [27].
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As pointed out by Crossley, from Paul's previous paper [69], the number of independent circuits Lind, coincident with C, is consistent
with Euler's polyhedron formula
Lind ¼ j−ℓþ 1 ; ð2Þ
where j and ℓ are, respectively, the number of kinematic pairs (edges) and links (vertices).
In 1968Manolescu [70] adopted this formula for mobility and kinematic analysis and so, later on, Topology, Mobility and Connec-

tivity of a kinematic chain were also investigated by using the concept of a set of fundamental circuits (see for example Ref. [71–87]).
The set of independent loops has been used also for many other purposes, as better explained in the following two sections.

3.2.5. Interchange graph
Another fundamental tool which appeared in Ref. [5] was the concept of interchange graph, better known as line graph. If planarity

gives guarantees that a kinematic chain can be drawn on a surface without edge crossing, the interchange graph is actually the means
by which a kinematic chain can be represented for a given corresponding graph G. Therefore, this concept has been related mainly to
the problem of automatic sketching of kinematic chains and mechanisms.

The interchange graph L(G), or line graph, of graph G is obtained by assigning to L(G) a vertex–vertex adjacency matrix which is
coincident to the edge–edge incidence matrix of G.

One of the most popular ways to draw a kinematic chain consists in the choice of representing binary links by means of lines, and
multiple links bymeans of polygon having asmany edges as the order of multiplicity (and so, for example, a ternary link is represent-
ed by a triangle). Once again, Crossley anticipated the idea that the drawing of the line graph L(G) of a kinematic chain represented by
graph G is coincidentwith the polygonal representation of the kinematic chain itself. He had also very clear in mind the difference be-
tween graphG, as an abstract object, and one of its infinite representations on a surface. For example, consider graph G represented in
Fig. 3a). Now, the line graph L(G) of G is obtained by introducing in L(G) one vertex for each edge of G and one edge (in L(G)) for each
vertex of G. One possible representation of L(G) is reported in Fig. 3b). Crossley also anticipated, with decades in advance, some fun-
damental issues in kinematic chain drawing, namely, the problem of unwanted edges. As a matter of fact, he warned all of us about
the fact that links with multiplicity μ N 3 correspond to a complete graph Kμ and so in the actual representation of L(G) more edges
appear than those required to draw the convex hull of a multiple link. For example, graph G reported in Fig. 3 has three multiple
links, two of which have multiplicity orders equal to 4 and 5, respectively. As shown in the figure, once L(G) is drawn, as in
Fig. 3b), two and five crossing edges appear within the convex regions which represent, respectively, the quaternary and the quinary
links. Unfortunately, the identification of unwanted crossing lines is complicated, since the crossing edges cannot be absolutely de-
fined, rather they are being dependent on the circuits' distribution on the representation surface. For example, consider the different
representation of G reported in Fig. 4a). It is essential to understand that although they look different, the drawings displayed in Figs.
3a) and 4a) do refer to exactly the same graph G and they differ only because the circuits have been laid out differently. According to
the reported example, the quaternary link remains unchanged, while some edges that were unwanted (dash–dot lines) in the former
representation become external, and so, necessary to represent the 5-edge polygon, in the second lay out (see Fig. 4b)).

3.2.6. The identification of the transfer vertex in epicyclic gear trains
Although the Graph Theory has been usedmainly for the structural synthesis, a certain success has been achieved in using it for the

kinematic and static force analyses for Epicycilc Gear Trains (EGTs). This achievement was possible mainly because the new data
structures could be adopted to generate automatically the equations.

Since 1970 [24]the Graph Theory has been used successfully for the structural synthesis of EGTs and one year later Freudenstein
[88] and, then, Yang [89] suggested a systematic procedure for kinematic analysis, force analysis and power-flow determination. The
method was based on some characteristic properties of the labeled graph corresponding to any EGT, namely, the existence of a char-
acteristic spanning treewhich simplifies the detection of a particular set of fundamental circuits.

A connected undirected graph with no circuits is said to be a tree. A spanning tree of graph G is a subgraph of G which has all the
vertices of G and a maximal set of edges of G that contains no cycle.
a) b)

Fig. 3. The line graph L(G) b) and its corresponding graph G a).



a) b)

Fig. 4. Another representation of G a) and L(G) b) of the graph depicted in Fig. 3a).
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After removal of all the geared edges from the graph of an EGT, a particular spanning tree is obtained, while all the fundamental
circuits can be achieved by repositioning back in the spanning tree one geared edge at the time. The fundamental circuits, so obtained,
can be analyzed in order to identify the gear carriers embedded in the structure, whichmakes it possible to applyWillis' equations Lind
times and, so, to generate the full set of kinematic equations. The identification of the gear carriers in the structure can be also used to
write the static force equations. Finally, power flows and efficiency can be also calculated.

Starting from Crossley's definitions [5], Freudenstein [88], as above mentioned, suggested a way to solve the problem of the auto-
matic generation of the equations for kinematic, static forces and power flowanalysis. However, themain obstacle to thedevelopment
of a computer codewas how to identify automatically the set of the fundamental circuits and the corresponding transfer verticeswhich,
as it will be explained later, represent the gear carriers.

In 1989 [90] a newmethod based on a particular group of data structureswas suggested. According to themethod, the fundamen-
tal circuits and the transfer vertices could be identified by means of a graph traversal and the selective visit of the nodes belonging to
the spanning tree. The results of such traversal could be stored in a two-field-record list which was visited by using pointer variables.
The obtained lists could be used also to generate the equations.

Some years later, in 1995, Tsai [91] suggested a completely different approach based on the following concepts:

• canonical graph, which is obtained by reconfiguring the revolute joints among the coaxial links without affecting the functionality of
the mechanism;

• directed graph, which is a new graph obtained by an undirected graph by assigning a direction to the edges;
• edge setmatrix, which is a 3× E (or 3× j)matrixwhose columns represent edges: an element of thefirst and second rows represents
the tail and head edges and the third element is the edge label;

• circuit matrix, whose generic element C(i, j) is 1 (true) if edge i forms part of the boundary for circuit j, 0 otherwise;
• pathmatrix, whose element T(i, j) is equal to:+1 if edge i is on thepath from the root (of the tree) to vertex j and the edge is directed
toward the root;−1 if edge i is on the path from the root to vertex j and the edge is directed away from the root; 0 otherwise.

These data structures have been reported herein because they have not been fully investigated and so they could suggest to the
readers new ideas for research work. Indeed, by manipulating these matrices Tsai was able to build a brilliant procedure for the
automatic detection of the transfer vertex.

3.3. The relevance of Crossley's early contributions as triggering events

In the early Sixties, the Graph Theory was not an established subject as we know it today and so, all the concepts described in the
present paragraphs have to be considered in the context of an early and creative season for mechanism topology. Number and Type
Synthesis have to be considered as the natural development of the introduction of the Graph Theory inMechanism Science. However,
apart from these important topics, there were others that were worth to be studied.

The following is a list of topics and problems in which the Graph Theory can be conveniently involved.

KA2D kinematic analysis of plane mechanisms: this topic is nowadays well known also at high educational level; some improve-
ments are still possible but the fundamentals have been established so far;

DA dynamic analysis and simulation of mechanisms: there are some algorithms taken both from graph and network theories
which were helpful to identify the interactions between each body and the other ones from the system, including the body
interactions with the inertial reference frame; such procedures could be developed and expanded to other methods for the
dynamic analysis of multi-body systems;

ASk automatic sketching of planar kinematic chains and mechanisms: there are several contributions dedicated to the kinematic
chains, most of which provides, within a reasonable CPU time, nice and accurate planar drawings; however, there is a real
want of algorithms for the automatic sketching of mechanisms;

PTGk kinematic, static force, power-flow analysis of epicyclic gear trains: there aremany algorithms availablewhich are able to han-
dle symbolic and numeric calculations with certain reliability; those which make use of the Graph Theory are more general;

PTGeff efficiency and optimization of epicyclic gear trains: efficiency and optimization of planetary gear trains have been investigated
extensively; the methods which make use of Graph Theory show their attitude to be employed in the general cases;
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T2F topology-to-function mapping: this topic is quite new; actually there are no systematic methods available for predicting the
function for a given topology and vice versa.

Table 1 presents the authors' subjective view of the interest and popularity that the above listed issues have obtained among the
Scientific Community, with special regard about quantity and quality of algorithms' availability and study completeness.

4. Automatic sketching of kinematic chains

Most valuable results obtained using the Graph Theory could be used for the automatic sketching of kinematic chains and
mechanisms. The first useful tool, for example, is the well known planarity test developed by Hopcroft and Tarjan [92].

Starting from the first computer programs [2,3] in 1967, Woo suggested in 1969 [93] an interactive procedure for crossing edge
avoidance. In 1984 Mayourian [26] developed a code for the creation of plane mechanisms using the Graph Theory with graphical
output consisting of labeled graphs satisfying structural constraints but without considering the problem of edges crossing.

Olson et al. [44] proposed in 1985 a procedure based on heuristic rules adopted tominimize the likelihood of crossing edges. They
used Crossley's observation [5] that the sketch of the line graph L(G) of graph G is equivalent to the sketch of the kinematic chain
corresponding to graph G.

Three years later Chieng andHoeltzel [45] suggested a combinatorial approach. In 1988Yang et al. [46,47] introduced new rules for
the kinematic sketching of mechanisms although such problems do not admit a unique solution.

In 1989 Yan and Hwang presented a method [48] for the minimization of the number of crossing links and achieving an artistic
balance of the sketches. The approach was based on a small number of nice looking hand drawing set of basic contracted kinematic
chains, and on some link and joint contractions and expansions.

In 1994 a list of the features a good sketch is expected to show was summarized [49] and, basically, they remained the same until
now:

• all the lines must be drawn straight;
• edge crossing must be either minimized or eliminated (if the graph is planar);
• k-nary multiple links must be represented by convex polygon with k edges;
• line length ratios must be limited for esthetic reasons;
• the drawing must be displayed in a decent time (i.e. the computational efficiency of the algorithm must be adequate);
• no human action must be required during execution time.

In the same paper [49] the adopted method was based on four main steps and several examples could be provided.

1. Given the edge list of G find any mapping r(G) embedding G with a convex shape;
2. Evaluate the vertex–vertex adjacency matrix of G and of L(G);
3. Delete the extraneous crossing edged in the polygon representing links with multiplicity degree greater than 3;
4. Taking into account r(G), draw the links accordingly to L(G);

In 1996Mauskar and Krishnamurty [52] developed a loop configuration, inter-loop relationship based, approach for automatically
sketching every type of kinematic chain regardless of the number of links and degrees of freedom.

The automatic sketching of kinematic chains has been constantly investigated during the following years [50–68] and it is still an
open and interesting problem.

5. Kinematic analysis of plane mechanisms

The set of fundamental circuits has beenused to identify a set of independent equationswhich can be adopted to solve the position
and the first and second order kinematic analyses of plane mechanisms.

The interesting feature consists in the topological approach capability in finding a complete set of independent equations according
to a method that can be automated easily and that does not rely on geometrical information. As a matter of fact, finding one graph
spanning tree corresponds to identify a set of closed loop equations for the corresponding mechanism. This concept will be here ex-
emplified by means of two examples, one 6-links Stephenson and one 10-links plane mechanisms.
a) b)
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Fig. 5. Stephenson kinematic chain a) and its corresponding graph b).
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Stephenson classical kinematic chain is represented in Fig. 5a) while its corresponding graph is reported in Fig. 5b).
One possiblemechanismwhich can be obtained from the Stevenson kinematic chain is reported in Fig. 6a) where two loops La and

Lb can be identified. Introducing oriented distances a!i and b
!
i from and to the pin joint centers, as shown in Fig. 6b), the two

equations
a!1 þ a!4 þ a!3 þ a!2 ¼ 0 ð3Þ
b
!
1 þ b

!
5 þ b

!
6 þ b

!
3 þ b

!
4 ¼ 0 ð4Þ
can be easily written, respectively, for loops La and Lb.
The task offinding the fundamental circuitsmay seem trivial for themost simplemechanisms because the solution is obtained by a

simple visual inspection. However, when the process automation is required, for example, when general purpose software packages
acquire topological and geometrical information from user's friendly interactive procedures, the seeking of the fundamental circuit
requires specific algorithms from the Graph Theory. For the mechanism reported in Fig. 6a) the graph represented in Fig. 5b) can
be manipulated to obtain one spanning tree, as the one represented in Fig. 7a), whose edges are called branches. As described
above, when one of the removed arcs, called chords, is reintegrated back in the graph in its original position, the spanning tree be-
comes a graph which has only one loop and this loop is exactly the one which is completed by the removed arc reintegration. This
property is depicted in Fig. 7b).

Another kinematic chain is reported in Fig. 8a) together with its corresponding graph (see Fig. 8b)). Fig. 9a) shows one possible
mechanism obtained from this kinematic chain. The loops represented in Fig. 9b) can be obtained by using the spanning tree reported
in Fig. 10a) and the following set of equations
a!1 þ a!10 þ a!9 þ a!7 ¼ 0 ð5Þ
b
!
7 þ b

!
6 þ b

!
5 þ b

!
4 ¼ 0 ð6Þ

c!1 þ c!7 þ c!4 þ c!8 ¼ 0 ð7Þ

d
!
1 þ d

!
7 þ d

!
4 þ d

!
3 þ d

!
2 ¼ 0 ð8Þ
can be written.
Fig. 10b) shows how the reintegration of chords 3–4 into the spanning tree (reported in Fig. 10a)) allows us to identify the unique

loop Ld. The same applies to the other circuits La, Lb, and Lcwhen chords 7–9, 4–5 and 4–8, respectively, are returned back to their orig-
inal positions.

As clearly pointed out by Paul [69] in 1960, the Lind closed-loop equations correspond, in the plane, to 2Lind scalar equationswhich
can systematically formulate the governing kinematic equations of the mechanism.

In 1962 Sandor [94] presented amethod based on the set of independent closed-loop equations for obtaining the first, second and
higher order loop equations for any plane mechanism composed of one or more closed loop of successive bar-slider members.

Finally, an interesting and general interpretation on the use of graphs in kinematic and dynamic analysis was offered by Shai and
Pennock [95]. They introduced newgraph representations ofmechanical systems to providemore insights into the duality of statics of
structures and the kinematics ofmechanisms. Thanks to this duality it was possible to detect a parallelismbetween the kinematics of a
planetary of a gear train and the statics of a determinate beam.
a1
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a3

b1

La a4
b5

b6b3

b4
LbLa Lb

a) b)

1 1 1
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5

Fig. 6. One possible mechanism a) obtained from the Stephenson kinematic chain and its corresponding loops La and Lbb).
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Fig. 7. One spanning tree a) of the graph reported in Fig. 5b) and its removed chords (dash dotted lines) b).
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6. Dynamic analysis and simulation of multi-body systems

For the last decades manymethods for the automatic formulation of the equations needed to simulate the dynamic behavior of a
multi-body system have been proposed. The Graph Theory has been used also for the dynamic analysis and simulation of multi-body
systems. Among the first proposalsWittenburg, since 1977 [96], built amethod, based on the Graph Theory, for the formulation of the
governing equations of motion, for both open and closed-loop kinematic chains, where rigid bodies were represented as nodes, while
the edges corresponded to the connections (or hinges) between bodies. According to this formulation, the graph is used to obtain the
necessary topological relationships between the bodies, while classical dynamics, such as Newton's Laws and D'Alembert's Principle,
provide the remaining equations of motions.

It should be acknowledged that the use of graphs to represent system topology during the generation of the governing equations of
motion in multi-body dynamic systems has been exploited by Andrews and his coworkers [97–100], Sheth and Uicker [101] and by
Wittenburg [102,103]. InWittenburg's graph rigid bodies represent not only graph vertices and the edges of the kinematic pairs, but
also spring-damper elements. However, his graph representation has some shortcomings for generating loop closure equations.

Later, in 1996, McPhee et al. noticed [103] that this method was not easy to be fully automated and therefore pointed out a differ-
ent approach called vector-network technique, according to which the equations governing themotion of a large class of mechanisms,
namely, the tree-structured systems, could be obtained by writing the cutset equations for an augmented form of Wittenburg's graph
that contains mass and force elements. In order to explain better this concept, some more properties and definitions will be herein
added, to those already introduced in Sections3.2.6 and 5:

• the fundamental circuits form a basis for the circuit space;
• a cut-set of a connected graph is a set of edges whose removal would disconnect the graph;
• any branch edge e of a spanning tree T defines a partition of the graph vertices V in two distinct sets, say, V1 and V2;
• a fundamental cut-set is the cut-set which contains only the branch edge e and some chord edges chosen in such a way that the cut-
set yields the same partition in V1 and V2.

As suggested in the abovementioned paper [103], when the system consists in closed loopmechanisms, the concept of fundamental
circuits is helpful in finding a set of closed-loop equationswhich constrain the system dynamics, while the concept of fundamental cut-
set can be applied to the vector-network diagram, to represent, essentially, the moment or force that would be obtained from a free-
body diagram. The fundamental cut-set is needed, in particular, in order to select, from thewhole set of inertial and external forces and
torques, those which affect each single body.

7. Analysis of planetary gear trains

Gear trains can be considered representative of a class of linear mechanical systems. This fully justifies the widespread develop-
ment of analysis methodologies of graphs for their modeling. The possibility to represent in an abstract manner the kinematic
a) b)
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Fig. 8. A 10-link kinematic chain a) and its corresponding graph b).
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structure of a gear train offered new ways of approaching in a very systematic manner different types of analyses on complex
planetary gear trains.

A planetary gear train can be considered as a combination of elementary gear trains, this being the kinematic chain composed of
twomeshing gears and one gear carrier. Once the analysis equations for this chain were established, thanks to linearity, the full set of
equations for the complex gear train could be generated.

To the best of our knowledge, the first comprehensive analysis studywhich considers the gear train as a linear network dates back
to 1969 and is due to Polder [104] who in his dissertation states:
Epicyclic gear trains and nodes have in common that they interconnect three power transmitting shaft ends, thus constituting
three-poles in a variator network. No other entities than three-poles are required to perform and schematically represent the
interconnections of rotating shafts. If more than three shafts meet, they can be described by a sequence of three poles.
This description somewhat anticipates graph representation of a geared chain and the concept of fundamental circuit used by
Freudenstein and Buchsbaum [24] for the purpose of enumeration. In this paragraph, the main kinematic structure properties of a
geared chain will be listed too.

The topology of a gear train is meaningfully identified by means of a labeled graph where links are represented by vertices and
kinematic pairs by edges, respectively. For geared chains Lind coincides with the number jG of gear pairs. As a consequence, the
Gruebler's equation for the computation of the degrees-of-freedom F, taking into account Eq. (2), simplifies into
F ¼ jR− jG ; ð9Þ
where jR and jG are the number of revolute and geared pairs, respectively.
Edges are labeled according to the type of kinematic pair, i.e. R: revolute pairs andG: gear pair. A letterwithin parentheses specifies

the axis level of the revolute pair.
This approach allows the location of thefundamental circuits (Fig. 11) in the planetary gear train graph. The fundamental circuit

identifies the simplest gear unit, that is two meshing gears connected through a gear carrier.
By identifying the fundamental circuits one recognizes the elementary gear unitswithin the gear train and the systemof analysis is

systematically generated.
The introduction of the fundamental circuit concept for kinematic analysis of gear trains is due to Freudenstein [88] who,making a

direct reference to Crossley [5], states
…it is useful to define the graph of amechanism as a linear graph inwhich the links correspond to vertices, the kinematic pairs
to edges, and the pair-connection between links corresponds to the edge-connection between vertices.
Since thenmany investigations adopted the correspondence graph-mechanisms suggested by Crossley as a tool to obtain the anal-
ysis equations. A review on the evolution of graph based representation of gear trains has been presented byWojnarowski et al. [105].
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Fig. 10. One spanning tree a) of the graph reported in Fig. 8b) and its removed chords (dash dotted lines) b).
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Fig. 11. Labeled graph representation of a fundamental circuit.G: gear pair; R(a), R(b): revolute pairs with different axes; i and j, gearwheels; k gear carrier (transfer vertex).
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For the purpose of kinematic analysis of spur planetary gear trains, the main equation follows from the so called Willis' equa-
tion [106]
ωi−Rmω j þ Rm−1ð Þωk ¼ 0 ð10Þ
where ωi, ωj and ωk denote the absolute angular velocities of the wheels i, j and gear carrier, respectively, and
Rm ¼ � zjm
zim

¼ �Number of teeth of wheel i
Number of teeth of wheel j

ð11Þ
is the gear ratio.
An extension of Willis' equation to the case of bevel gears is introduced in [107].
For the purpose of power flow analysis, we can distinguish two types of relations:

• a power balance at the nth node;
X

u∈U

Pn;u ¼ 0 ; ð12Þ
where U is the set of all independent loops that contain such node;
• a power balance within the links of themth elementary gear train
Pi;m þ P j;m þ Pk;m ¼ 0 ; ð13Þ
where Pi,m, Pj,m and Pk,m are, respectively, the powers through the links i, j and k.

These powers are related by means of following [108]
P j;m

Pi;m
¼ −Rm

ω j

ωi
; ð14aÞ
Pk;m

P j;m
¼ 1−Rm

Rm

ωk

ωi
: ð14bÞ
These analysis equations are applied in a fashion similar to Kirchhoff's laws for electrical circuits [108–110].
Also mechanical efficiency analysis of planetary gear trains benefited of the correspondence graph-mechanisms introduced by

Crossley (e.g. [111]).
Table 2 summarizes, grouped by years, graph based contributions to different areas of planetary gear trains. These contributions

are based on the graphs derived by those introduced by Crossley. For this reason bond graphs, which are of a different nature, have
been omitted. Although great care has been taken to compile the table, the authors cannot ensure exhaustiveness.

Tendon driven mechanisms have been also analyzed with the help of the Graph Theory. The similarity between the analysis
methods of gear trains and this class of mechanisms has been recognized by Tsai and Lee [112]. In fact, the belt and the pulleys can
be reduced to a higher pair and the link connecting the two pulleys with revolute joints has the same function of the gear carrier.
Contributionswhere the equations ofmotion of tendon drivenmechanisms have been deduced bymeans of graphs are due to Dunlop
and Khajepour [113], Uyguroğlu and Demirel [114].
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8. Conclusions

This paper was written to celebrate Crossley's fundamental intuition of adopting the Graph Theory as a means to model several
properties of kinematic chains and mechanisms. For this purpose, this review paper discloses, hopefully, how Crossley's new trial
guided many kinematicians not only through the field of Number and Type Synthesis, but also through the study of Kinematic, Static,
Dynamic, Power Flow and Efficiency Analysis of Mechanisms and Gear Trains.

Although the main part of this paper contents refers to one of Crossley's earliest paper, back to 1964, the authors, during the de-
velopment of this review, could not help but notice that many interesting and actual issues are still open, when not unexplored.
Hence, they hope that the efforts they made in order to present the Graph Theory related issues in Mechanism Science (other than
Number and Type Synthesis) could invite the readers to consider such (still) promising topic and, so, attract their new contributions.
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